OUTDOOR– UND INDOORSCHUTZ
„We are working under cover“
Jaxida has individual solutions for any made to measure
cover:



Aircrafts



Trailers



Carriages



Cars



Technical Systems



Gardening furniture



Boats



Caravans and Campers
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Performance of JXIDA OUTDOOR Covers
Storm security - means, the material is

Automobile

even at strong winds tearproof. In addition
all covers get secured by strings or strong
straps, so nothing will loosen. Because they
fit perfectly, because they‘re made to measure everything stays in its place also during
strong winds.

Furniture

For any weather - the materials are for

Camping

sunny weather (up to +80°C) and deep cold
and snow (up to –20°C). This way security
during summer and winter is assured.
Our AIR Basic/Extend/Pro- and Xtreme– Material is waterproof with a head of water
from 9000mm.

Riding Sports
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Easy handling – the covers are produced in
a way which makes handling by one person
possible.

Paint work and surface protection - all
covers are soft on the inside. This provides
the protection of scratches or friction.

Cleaning – the covers are easy to clean.
UV-Resistance – the material is strong

Some covers can even be washed in a wa-

even during high and aggressive UV-

shing mashine. Others can be cleaned with a

radiation. Plastic or other materials get

special liquid soap (29,99€) which can be

destroyed by UV-radiation. They get porous
and rip. The Jaxida material stays strong

bought from us. This liquid soap protects also again from all kinds of dirt.

and protects.
Breathability – the material is waterproof
Dirt resistant – dirt, algees, bird excre-

(9000mm) and breathable. This way, your

ments, exhaust and similar influences are

aircraft can „breathe“ and all humidity can

kept out and cannot harm the material.

diffuse to the outside.

Colours - the covers are available in white

Lifetime – a Jaxida cover lives - depending

or a light grey. Why such light colours? Light

on the care - up to 15 years. A guarantee is

colours protect the best from heat under-

included for 2 years, a guarantee up to 5

neath. Already a light grey gets 3-5°C war-

years is also available.

mer than the outer temperature.
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What was once covered in Denmark –
grows in southern Germany
The name Jaxida, honours Verner Jaksland, the company’s
founder and cover designer. Since 1992 Jaxida has made the
world’s finest glider covers. To create the name he coupled his
nick name “Jaxi” with “da” for his native Denmark…
Now the Schwenks, a well known gliding family own the company and are proud to further develop Jaxi’s ideas and to produce Jaxida covers in their home town of Münsingen, Germany.
Verner Jaksland knew he had to protect his expensive ASW22
glider from damaging UV radiation, condensation, dirt and rain.
However he did not want to de-rig his glider each night. So he
developed a unique combination of high quality fabrics carefully shaped to do the job. He then went on to design and
manufacture beautifully crafted, easy to use covers for almost
every type of glider.

Jaxida has become synonymous with quality, service, research and development and innovative design.
The Schwenk family have been cutting cloth and selling
clothes since 1834. They know the trade!
Uli, a German National Champion travels the world competing in International Gliding Grand Prix and World Championships. He knows how important a glider’s cover can be
in the harsh environments found in places like Nevada,
Europe, New Zealand, Southern Africa and Chile.
Uli also is an instructor for powered aircrafts and microlights.
Before buying the company in 2009 he was the German
Jaxida agent so he knows the product!
Meanwhile Jaxida is an important supplier for all Sailplane,
Powered aircraft producers like Alexander Schleicher GmbH
& Co. KG, Diamond Aircraft Industries GmbH and even for

Today Verner’s Jaxida covers are the bench mark for cover performance and famous throughout the global gliding community.
His high performance Jaxida covers are seen on more gliders by
far than any other make. As well there are products to cover
microlight aircraft, boats and motor cars.

a big German car manufacturer Jaxida is their first chosen
supplier.
The Jaxida Team is a very special Team. It works with lots
of fun and high demands to produce the best product.

Please continue on the next page
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